Local Rules Golf Club La Côte

English

Out of bounds (R 27) Defined by
- White stakes and/or white lines, and, green /white stakes in the ESA
- Sides of the roads bordering the course of holes 7, 12 and 13.
- Safety nets with posts alongside the course of holes 3, 6, 7, 8 and 18.
- Fence and its posts around the water reservoir on hole 5. It is prohibited to enter the reservoir.
- Fence and posts adjacent the Route Cantonale behind the putting green of hole No 9.
- A ball played from the course of hole No 3 on to the course of hole No 18 and vice versa is out of
bounds, even it may lie on another part of the course.
No relief without penalty from stakes/safety nets/fences/posts.
Ground under repair GUR (R 25-1)
Play in the GUR is not permitted. You must take relief, without penalty.
GUR is defined by blue stakes and/or blue or white lines.
Immovable obstructions (R 24-2) relief without penalty from
- Trees supported by stakes and/or wires
- Drainages on the course and alongside roads
- Green/white, green/red posts ESA. These posts must not be removed
- Built Roads. All other tracks and marks left by vehicles constitute an integrated part of the course
Stones in Bunkers
They are considered as movable obstructions and can be removed (R 24-1)
Environmentally- Sensitive Areas (ESA)
 You must not penetrate ESA, e.g. to recover balls.
 ESA is defined by red/green or white/green stakes.
 White/green stakes mean out of bounds as per R 27.1
 Red/green stakes mean lateral water hazard as per R 26.1
 If a ball lies just outside an ESA and the ESA interferes with your stance and swing (you must not take a
stance in the ESA), the player can determine the next point of relief, outside the ESA, drop a ball within
one club length, not closer to the hole, without penalty
 It is prohibited to remove the ESA stakes.
 The road from hole 15 to 16 is not in the ESA.
Ball striking an elevated power line
The stroke must be cancelled and replayed, without penalty (R 20-5).
Optical devices
Are only authorized for measuring distances (R 14-3).
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